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Enterprise Honor

·Passed the iso9001:2000 international quality system certification
·Fire door by the united states "ul" fire safety certification
·Fire door through the european union "ce" certification of fire prevention safety
·Through the national ministry of public security testing
·The united nations procurement designated suppliers
·Five-year innovation demonstration product
·Door industry standard drafting unit for medical use
·59 National patent
·The national product quality and after-sales service double standard advanced enterprises
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Hospital Door

Technical Parameters

A new rounded corner frame product developed by Zhucheng Medical Door, whose 

smooth lines make people feel soft and comfortable, combined with clean Windows, 

not only shows the ingenuity of medical space decoration, but also reflects the higher 

pursuit of modern medical space for design and aesthetics.  
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Hospital Door

Automatic Swing Door

Cast Chengde automatic flat door equipped with remote control shutters not only has a 

larger visual space, but also greatly enhance the privacy.With anti - clamp function, more 

reduce energy consumption.

Zhucheng arc frame medical door adopts the arc frame 

design, forming the arc frame structure between the 

wall and the door fan. The different color collocation 

of the plate and frame and the streamline design 

greatly enhance the practicability. With the aluminum 

alloy window, it fully highlights the clean, beautiful and 

humanized design concept.  

Technical Parameters

Technical Parameters
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Vertical Hinged Door

Hospital Door
Maglev Sliding Door

This door adopts multi-port door fan control technology, which 

can be connected to microwave sensor, infrared sensor, password 

card reader, bank card reader, fingerprint reader, etc. Equipped 

with remote control shutters, not only has more visual space, but 

also greatly enhances privacy.  More wear resistant and durable.

the separation of different areas, reduce energy consumption, intelligent 

environmental protection.The electronic access control system such as infrared, 

radio frequency, magnetic card and portrait recognition can be added.

Zhucheng medical door, for the sake of the whole decoration 

performance boost, combined with foreign design and use, USES 

the integrated decorative composite structures, the effective use of 

canopy, the distance between the face and body, design is practical 

and decorative performance structure, composite international 
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Zhucheng medical door, for the sake of the whole decoration performance 

boost, combined with foreign design and use, USES the integrated decorative 

and body, design is practical and decorative performance structure, composite 

Technical Parameters

Door for medical use, adopt scientific color design, through the 

and the overall environment mutual reflect, form unified visual feeling, 

strengthen the integrity of the channel environment.Ward door series 

by folding doors, automatic doors, hardware accessories restructuring 

plan, provide the medical system with the door with the optimized 

combination.Provide the ideal for each specific area and personalized 

solutions.Cast sincere group, meanwhile, depending on the space and 

design adjustments, such as ward door is lash door form, in the case 

of space allows the large single door, for high utilization rate of the 

cart in and out of the room, provide convenience.

Hospital Door

Technical Parameters

Technical Parameters
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The paperback translation automatic door system is composed 

of magnetic levitation drive part, sensor, controller and other 

parts. It moves in a non-contact way, making the door body 

move under super silent, safe and reliable performance, 

rebound when blocked, eliminating hidden danger of clamp 

injury. Equipped with remote control shutters, not only has a 

larger visual space, but also greatly enhances privacy.  

More wear resistant, durable, suitable for entrances, laboratories, 

conference rooms, advanced wards and so on. Remote control 

foot switch and other open mode can be selected.  

Maglev Sliding Door

This door adopts magnetic levitation drive system to move in a 

non-contact way, so that the door body can move in super silent 

mode. Remote control foot switch and other open modes can be 

selected. This product is equipped with safety sensing device, 

rebound when blocked, eliminate the hidden danger of clamp 

injury.  Equipped with ultra-large remote control shutters, providing 

Maglev Atutomatic Door

Is a set of air tight, sound insulation, heat preservation, pressure, 

dust, fire, radiation in one of the outer translation door.  It is mainly 

used in hospital operating room, sterile dressing instrument room, 

laboratory, disinfection distillation room, sterile preparation bank, 

blood dispensing room, liquid dispensing room, sterile ophthalmic 

medicine room and other places.  

Air Tight Door
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Using the outer installation process, the surface is smooth, dust-free, avoid glare;  It has sound insulation and sealing function.  

Double-color spray paint, 0.8mm galvanized steel plate, 1.5mm stainless steel frame for Windows, with fully closed sealing rubber strip, remote control 

electric louvers.  

Japan, which can realize non-touch, induction, automatic switch and anti-clamp.  

It is suitable for operating room, aseptic dressing instrument room, laboratory, disinfection distillation room, aseptic preparation warehouse, blood 

dispensing room, liquid dispensing room, aseptic ophthalmic medicine room and other places with high air tightness requirements.  

The surface is smooth, dust-free and avoids glare (light reflection coefficient of surface 

material is 0.6-0.8).  Easy to dust, reduce concave and convex surface, with sound insulation, 

sealed function.  Door two-color spray paint, 0.8mm galvanized steel plate, Windows use 

1.5mm stainless steel frame, with fully closed sealing rubber strip, remote control electric 

.gnillafnehwwodniwehtkcolb,tniapyarpsssalgehtnineddihsirevuolehtnehw,revuol

Backup power supply can be used normally when power failure occurs.  The inner side is 

equipped with light sense under the infrared frame imported from Japan, realizing non-

touch, induction, automatic switch and anti-clamp.  

Air Tight Door

Air Tight Door
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The sliding door adopts inner installation technology, the door body is perfectly 

combined with the wall panel, and the door panel is hidden in the wall after 

opening;  When closed, it is closely combined with the flat-opening box door fan. 

Compared with the traditional door type, the biggest bright spot is saving space, 

saving energy and environmental protection, and effectively reducing energy 

but also with sound insulation, moisture-proof, antibacterial, anti-collision and other 

characteristics.  Suitable for toilet, lavatory, etc., to facilitate the access of the old, the 

weak, the disabled and other groups, highlighting the convenience of the switch.  

The door frame is made of advanced splicing method, which cancels the traditional welding process, 

avoids the grinding wheel grinding mark at the welding spot, and makes the surface more smooth, 

beautiful, more anti-wear and durable.  Equipped with remote control shutters, not only has more visual 

space, but also greatly enhances privacy.  

Flush Sliding Door Medical Door Window

visual 

Technical Parameters
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Zhucheng four-in-one gas-tight fire door integrates four characteristics of gas-tight, sound insulation, fire prevention and radiation prevention. It is often 

used in the operating room, sterile dressing instrument room, laboratory, disinfection distillation, sterile preparation warehouse, blood dispensing room, 

liquid dispensing room, aseptic ophthalmic medicine room, silent diagnosis room and other places with high air tightness requirements.  

"Four in one" Airtight Door

Handle deflection lever locking system, equipped with eccentric shaft locking function, with double ladder 

door frame and sunken close seam, to achieve air tightness, sound insulation double standards.  
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Automatic Barrier-
Free Folding Doors

Flat Open Barrier 
Free Door
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The door fan adopts aluminum alloy 2mm narrow side large window frame, 

double large glass beautiful and safe, equipped with Japanese magnetic 

levitation system, quiet, safe, low energy consumption, installed under the door 

frame imported Japanese light sensing system, realize automatic switch, anti-

clamp;  Non-touch sensing switch installed inside the door,  

and partition doors.

Access Door
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There is no fixed screw outside the whole, fixed screw hidden in 

the decorative strip inside, the use of scientific color design, so 

that the door and wall, corridor and the overall environment to 

form a beautiful visual experience, enhance the integrity of the 

channel environment.  To provide the most ideal, personalized 

solutions for each specific area.  

Steel Glass Channel Door

The multi-port door fan control technology 

can be connected to microwave sensor, 

infrared sensor, password card reader, bank 

card reader, fingerprint reader, etc.  Safe and 

reliable performance, with safety sensor 

device, resistance rebound, eliminate potential 

injury;  Adopt the new casting hinge, the whole 

beam type door opening machine, sliding rail 

type door opening device; The German glass 

window technology with no pressure frame and 

hidden screws not only greatly improves the 

visual space, but also creates a modern and 

fashionable decorative style.  

Automatic Open Door

Zhuchengde type glass fire door in line with the national standard, the 

medical building hall.  

Conventional fire lock, push-rod lock and push-rod lock can be uaed for 

escape.  

Zhuchengde type glass fire door in line with the national standard, 

the use of glass fire door location is usually in high-grade office, 

commercial, medical building hall.  

Conventional fire lock, push-rod lock and push-rod lock can be uaed 

for escape.  

German Style Access Glass Fire Door
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In 2021, Zhucheng launched a landmark "fire 

escape rolling shutter door system", which 

completely solved the short board of "fire 

escape, not escape" in the current market 

application of rolling shutter door products, and 

fundamentally changed the market pattern of 

fire partition construction;  Hidden door panel 

specially designed escape door, with double 

fire shutter, to achieve large span space fire 

prevention, at the same time, to solve the 

problem of escape trapped personnel;  Under 

normal conditions, the hidden escape door is 

integrated with the integrated wall, and the 

fireproof rolling curtain system is closed to the 

ceiling, presenting a barrier-free large plane 

space.  

Large Hidden Fire
Shutter Escape Door

*At the time of fire

90°

4000mm

90°

4000mm

*

· At the same time, the folding fan rotates 90 degrees, the door is inserted 

automatically, and one end of the revolving door presses the automatic 

plug switch;

· After the fire door is closed, the rolling shutter door switch is triggered at 

the same time, and the rolling shutter door falls down;

· People can quickly escape through the escape door;

· When the fire alarm is released, switch the power switch, the fire shutter 

door will automatically rise, manually fold the small fan, automatically 

plug in and open, and at the same time, rotate to open the large fire 

door, which will be absorbed to the wall..
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L working flat open fold combination of large channel 

fire door, the form of a combination of three door can 

be more flexible to adapt to different environment 

space, when the fire broke out, through the smoke 

alarm linkage system, sensors will release signals, door 

closed fire zone lies between formation, at ordinary 

times maintain a state of full open, guarantee and 

environment fusion, maximize the performance of 

Two-way Open Fire Door

Fire Door

Fire Door
Make full use of ergonomic design and humanization 

concept, suitable for large fire passage, under normal 

circumstances, the door body is hidden on both sides 

of the wall, in case of fire, respectively from both sides 

to close inward at the same time, forming a closed 

fire zone;  No matter the fire happens on either side 

of the door body after isolation, it can guarantee 

the emergency escape personnel to easily open 

the right fire door panel and quickly evacuate the 

dangerous area. After passing through, the door panel 

will automatically close, greatly improving the fire 

The fire door provides a two-way 180°+180° automatic flat open ideal 

program, the large door can be easily promoted, under the normal 

door and wall integration, presenting barrierless large space, so that 

this kind of door is no longer an obstacle in the modern building 

system, while highlighting practical and convenient features, more 

fire prevention function. It is suitable for hospital flat door, garage flat 

door, entrance flat door and other public places, factory production 

areas and other places.  

90°

90°

180°
180°
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A full set of Japanese evacuation system is 

adopted as a whole. Under normal conditions, 

the two middle doors automatically translate 

and switch; In case of emergency, the two 

middle doors translate on both sides, and then 

all four doors can be opened horizontally to 

realize the passage of the whole space. Light 

sensing automatic switching system can be 

configured.

Emergency Evacuation Door

A variety of line with the modern building influence its neat, beautiful degree, set fire door only 

takes up very little space on the pipe well can all hidden.The invisible hinge design, no exposed 

Ming folding, can blend with the surrounding wall body, beautify the environment.

Pipe Well Fire Door
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Looked big Windows using flanging process, split two tandem double fan 

gang, passing rate is large, open speed, equipped with imported Japanese 

electric system stability is good, the internal and external infrared light and 

imported from Japan face recognition fingerprint access control, through 

the switch when switch infrared light, researchers can free access, switch 

to face fingerprint entrance guard, only through the entrance guard can 

enter, Mainly used in doors and other places. Looked big Windows using 

flanging process, split two tandem double fan gang, passing rate is large, 

open speed, equipped with imported Japanese electric system stability 

is good, the internal and external infrared light and imported from Japan 

face recognition fingerprint access control, through the switch when 

switch infrared light, researchers can free access, switch to face fingerprint 

entrance guard, only through the entrance guard can enter, Mainly used in 

doors and other places.  

Six quad electric doors
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Hospital Doors Product Configuration
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Antibacterial Hand ECO Hinge

Locks ZC - 5572

Fire Door Closers

Ventilation Shutters

Win dow Frame


